DIVISION 1 - RND 6
Para Vista A 48
Defeated by
Adelaide Lutheran 107
(L.McLeod 4/13.
Lemon-Hall 2/3)
A lush, green outfield, plenty of
excitement, a few nerves, and 22 keen
cricketers. It was time for the derby. The
1993-94 Division 1 Grand Final was the last
time two Para Vista sides had played each
other in a season proper, and with the
return of some key players for the Blue
side, the contest had the makings of being
a cracker.
Blue being the nominated away side, Ian
Martin called for trusty tails only to be let
down by the coin, and the White Captain
Brenton Starke elected to bat in the hope of
posting an imposing total.
Dilip Baptist and Jacob Burr were trusted to
open the innings, and they were to face
Chopper Read impersonator Ash Martin in
the opening salvos of the match.
Unfortunately for Ash, he had trouble with
the uneven run up, and when he finally
sorted that out, he discovered that he had
trouble gripping the ball. This resulted in a
few no balls and plenty of wides, and many
people
offering
support
and
encouragement. His 4 overs for the day cost
32 runs without a wicket, a very unusual
return for someone of his talent. His new
ball partner Sanjay slipped into a probing
line and length, and it was off his second
over that the first chance of the day came
about. Dilip and Jacob had been playing
watchfully while scoring off any loose
deliveries, and when Jacob dropped one in
close on the leg side, Dilip called him
through for a quick single. Ian Martin was

close on the leg side, Dilip called him
through for a quick single. Ian Martin
was quickly after it, discarding his
keeping glove, and in one motion
scooped it up, turned and pegged at the
stumps. His throw from side on
somehow managed to hit middle stump
and found Dilip well short of his crease,
run out for 5, and a jubilant Blue side
descended on a shell shocked Martini.
Batting in his usual spot of number 3,
Eggs Ben joined Jacob at the crease and
the two of them began to build a
partnership. Kiran Kumar (0/14 off 5)
replaced Ash and immediately probed
the off stump, bowling tight and keeping
scoring to a minimum. Jacob especially
found Kiran tricky to face, but to his
credit, dug in and refused to give his
wicket away.
Tim Cox came in to replace Sanjay, and
channelling Dennis Lillee, proceeded to
stare down both batsmen after nearly
every delivery. Eggs response was brutal
– a couple of cross bat slaps to the
boundary – and the White team’s total
was steadily building. Just as the
partnership between Eggs and Jacob
was threatening to take the game away
from the Blue side, big Cox (1/35 off 6)
snuck one through Jacob, knocked his
pegs over, and Coxy celebrated like it
was 1999. Although now out, Jacob had
once again provided his side with a good
platform to build upon, out for 20, the

DIVISION 2 –RND 5
Para Vista White 8/210
(B.Gardner 44, Rozee 31
Pope 27*, M.Jackman 24
Tonkin 2/23)
Defeated
Para Vista Blue 9/195
(I.Martin 63, N.Jaffari 21,
Tonkin 22*,
Pope 3/49,
Burr 2/15, Burge 2/29,
L.O’Brien 1/24)

DIVISION 1 - RND 7
Para Vista A vs
Never2Late A
at St. Pauls College

DIVISION 2 - RND 6
Para Vista Blue vs
Never2Late B
at Thomas Turner Reserve
(Central)
Para Vista White vs
Magill-Morialta
at Edward Smith Reserve
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once again provided his side with a good platform to build upon, out for 20, the score 2/70 in
the 15th over.
Young Lochie O’Brien was sent in at number four for the White side, a good chance to have a
hit. Likewise for Blue, Roger Wilkins was thrown the ball to bowl his very part time straight
breaks. Ably supported by Tim Brown’s off spin at the other end, and Ben Gardner rotating
the strike from a batting perspective, Roger and Lochie had an enthralling duel. Lochie pulled
a couple of balls for singles and looked very comfortable at the crease, but Roger snagged his
wicket in the end when Sanjay took a miraculous one handed-no look catch close in of the leg
side, Lochie out for a well compiled 4. Roger bowled a third over, but the experience of Eggs
and new batsman Connor Rozee proved to be too much, and he finished with 1/22 off 3 overs,
something he will tell anyone and everyone about even if you don’t ask him to. The last couple
of overs before drinks were safely negotiated by the White side, grabbing a drink at 3/88 with
plenty of batsmen still in the shed.
Norm Tonkin came into the attack, and the experienced bowler was straight away on task.
He created trouble for both batsmen by bowling tight lines and swinging the ball and he was
soon rewarded with the wicket of Ben Gardner lbw. Ben had played his best innings of the
season, finally converting his starts into something more substantial, and walked off the
ground only to feel disappointed to fall short of a half century, making a well compiled 44.
Sanjay was brought back into the attack from the other end – two left handed bowlers bowling
in tandem – and was met 5th ball back by an aggressive Connor pull shot that went sailing over
square leg for six, finding the side of teammate Harry Pope’s car, and leaving a calling card
from the visit. Harry, who was umpiring at the time, was left bemused, and no doubt was
looking to fire Connor out at the first chance he got. Connor, in his own words, “wasn’t feeling
it”, so he decided to hit out. He made it to 31 before Norm (2/23 off 7) created another
chance, a catch caught split legged by Mayuresh Kulkarni. When Lochie Jackman came and
went for only 2, caught Newman, bowled Sanjay (1/35 off 8), the White side was teetering at
6/132 in the 29th over, Mitch Jackman and promoted Melvin Craig at the crease.
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The two youngsters didn’t seem to worry about wickets lost and decided that the best form
of defence was attack – either that or they just wanted to have a swing – and runs quickly
flowed. Both gave up the idea of running if they didn’t have to, and even the introduction of
Mayuresh (0/13 off 2) to the bowling attack didn’t stem the tide. Finally it was Noor (1/17 off
2) who made the breakthrough
2) who made the breakthrough, dismissing Mitch (24)
to another catch to Ash Newman. Harry Pope had
requested to have a bat so was sent in ahead of his
captain and he relished his new found freedom by
smacking his first two scoring shots for boundaries
while Melvin (21) continued to hit out until Tim Brown
(1/17 off 3) trapped him leg before. Sam Burge, seeing
how Harry had got promoted in the batting order, tried
his luck with his captain and he, too, went in for an
attempted hit. He finished 3no, and Harry chanced his
arm a bit more to finish on 27no, the White side’s total
lifted to 8/210 by the close of the innings. There were
many contributors with the bat, and 9 bowlers were
used by the Blue side, six of them taking at least one
wicket.
After some delicious afternoon tea – cupcakes with
strawb
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strawberries and cream being by far the most popular – the
Martin brothers strode out to the middle to start the run
chase. After his batting failure, an angry red headed (is
there any other kind?) Lochie pushed off the sightscreen to
commence proceedings. Sam Burge shared the new ball
from the other end, and both bowled tightly but the Martin
brothers still managed to score at least one boundary an
over to keep the scoreboard ticking over. Ash Martin, going
for a big shot, skied a ball off Sam in the 6th over which was
taken by Harry on the leg side, and he was out for 9. Tim
Brown joined his Blue team’s captain at the crease and was
a spectator for a while, Ian going on a boundary rampage.
When he finally did get some strike, he was caught on the
crease, out lbw without scoring, Sam Burge’s second
wicket, and the Blue side were 2/44 after 8 overs.
Fresh from their fun batting, Melvin and Harry were both
tasked with the bowling duties, Melvin (0/10 off 3) copping
a little stick in his first over before recovering in his next
two. Harry on the other hand had all sorts of trouble with
his run up and his length, and both Ian and new batsman
Kiran helped themselves to risk free boundaries, Kiran in
particular hitting a nice six that cleared the rope easily. He
looked set to really pile on the runs in quick fashion, but
unfortunately picked out Big Red in the field and was caught
for 13. Roger Wilkins entered the game batting at the
unfamiliar position of number five, and hoping to extract
some revenge, OB Jnr was thrown the ball to try and take
his scalp. Once again the two had an entertaining battle,
with Ian rotating the strike and Jacob Burr, having his first
bowl, ripping some leggies from the other end. A couple of
times Lochie looked like sneaking through Roger’s defence,
but ultimately it was Jacob who took his first wicket when
Roger hit one straight to Connor at square leg, out for 2.
Another promoted batsman, Tim Cox, joined Ian at the
crease eager to show what he could do with the willow in
hand. He took guard, Jacob came in, and bowled a widish
delivery down leg side. Not wanting to be sucked in to a
false shot first ball, big Cox turned as he watched it land
outside his leg stump. Little did he know that the ball would
spin back viciously after pitching, bouncing up to hit his
glove, and pop up to wicketkeeper Mitch Jackman who
caught it, Coxy disappointed to be out first ball, and Jacob
couldn’t believe his luck. Sanjay safely negotiated the
hattrick ball, and Jacob finished with 2/15 off 4 overs.
Before the innings, Sanjay has stated to Mr President Scott
Brown that he would hit a six, and third ball of young
Lochie’s next over he was true to his word, hitting it high
and handsome.

and handsome. It just had enough to carry over the
boundary, however that didn’t stop Connor from taking a
screamer of a catch while jumping in the air but landing
outside the field of play. Next ball Sanjay tried to double
down on his hitting but only managed to hit it sky high,
Brenton Starke going back from mid off to take the catch,
and OB Jnr had a wicket. The young pup ended up with
figures of 1/24 off 5 overs and bowled well, and Para Vista
Blue had been reduced to 6/83 after 18 overs.
Noor joined his captain at the crease, and the two looked to
build a partnership. Ian passed his half century, and Noor hit
out at anything in his zone, particularly brutal towards the
leg side and hitting four boundaries. The scoreboard
progressed well, and Dilip (0/11 off 3) and Eggs Ben were
brought on for a bowl to change things up. Eggs came off his
long run and bowled some good balls, picking up the wicket
of Noor (21) after he went for another big shot, but also
being hit for six by Ian, and he finished with 1/20 off his 3
overs. Mayuresh joined the party, hitting a glorious six, and
the scoreboard continued to tick over.
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Big Red Lochie Jackman (0/28 off 7) came back into the attack along with Harry Pope, and despite the better/worse
looking brother (you decide) bowling in some good areas, it was Harry who made the vital breakthrough. A short one
going down leg side was helped along its way by Ian, but unfortunately he top edged it and it flew to Dilip at the short
fine leg boundary where the catch was taken. It was an unlucky end to a wonderful innings by the Blue’s skipper, his 63
including 10 fours and a six. When Mayuresh became Harry’s third wicket courtesy of another one handed catch, this
time by Sam Burge, a couple of overs later for 18, the Blue side had fallen to 9/159 with only five overs left. Sam (2/29
off 7) and Harry (3/49 off 8) bowled out the remaining overs, but not before Ash Newman (17no) and Norm Tonkin
(22no) got in on the power hitting act, both flaying a few boundaries and Norm a sublime straight six off the last ball of
the day. Together they hit 34 off the last 3 overs and boosted the score to the final total of 9/195, just 15 runs shy of the
target.
In the end, it was victory to the White side but things could have been vastly different. Dropped catches marred both
sides and if they had been taken by either team the result could have been different. Many a laugh was had throughout
the day, and some friendly banter was enjoyed on the field (I especially liked Eggs suggesting to Ash Martin that we
know who the better brother was after Ash played and missed while batting). All players had the chance to shine with
either the bat, ball, or both, and the White captain’s back was relieved and thankful to get through a match without
having to bat or bowl! Both sides next week will look to go into the T20 and Christmas break with some momentum, the
Blue side looking to register their first win of the season against Never2Late, and the White side in a tough rematch
against Magill Morialta. Until the next derby in the new year, we are all teammates once more!
Brenton Starke
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One of C&CCAs longest rivalries set about facing off again. Adelaide Lutheran skipper called incorrectly and finally, finally
Captain Atkins got the opportunity to choose. With some cloud cover and the strongest bowling line up of the season,
Gummy chose to have a bowl before the clouds could burn off. Officially, skipper is still has not won a toss, as it was the
opposition who lost it.
As has been the norm, Vice Captain Luke McLeod took the new ball from the northern end. Leading the attack from the
front, he was hitting the spot from ball one. AL opener feeling early pressure, popped the ball to Tim Silhouette Wilson on
his sixth ball. First over, a wicket maiden. Ed Napoli shared the new ball duties, kept the pressure on. Second over, Maiden.
The last ball of L-Mac’s second over brought the next break through. After applying pressure, the No3 struck on the pad.
Even though the batter was convinced on an edge, the umpire’s finger was raised faster than Quick Draw McGraw. After 5
overs, Adelaide 2 for 0.
The pressure piled on and the wickets continued with e-Naps drawing a false from the remaining opener and nicking off
to Keeper Marc Cossens. Then, L-Mac short of a length, drew a square-batted swat to nick off the number 5, Adelaide
Lutheran were 4 for 4 inside 7 overs.

Josh Vines and Jarrad McLeod replaced the openers as the batters set about digging in. Eventually the next two batters
out bowled, one each to Vines and Bungy either side of drinks. It was not long before the bowling changes came more
often. Mixing up the attack, not allowing the batters to settle. Tim Hodson and Napoli toiled, but the return of striker LMac brought about the fall of the 7th wicket, the stubborn Skipper Number 4, bowled for 33, score on 84. Adam Kirtland
and Brodie Lemon-Hall were brought into the attack. All in the space of a few overs, the innings was closed. A Run Out to
Josh Vines and two wickets to our youngest team member, BLH proving a valued inclusion in our First XI. All over them,
like white on rice. Adelaide Lutheran dismissed for 107 in the 36th over.
With a total of 108 for the win, the usually characters open the dig. The message simple, bat out the day and make the
runs. However, the loss of early wickets were the order of the day during the Adelaide innings, so too for PV. With the
score on 7, batters fell Hodson, Cossens and then Napoli. The bleeding needed to be stopped. Having played the role many
times before, Skipper Atkins promoted himself and joined his Deputy at the crease. Time to put up the wall. The skipper
stood tall, until he could stand tall no longer. Suffering a back injury after reaching 10*, Captain Gumnut forced to retire
hurt. Unfortunately the wickets continued to fall. Tim Wilson trapped adjacent for 4. PV A 4/31. When Adam Kirtland, Luke
McLeod and Josh Vines were dismissed, the As were suddenly 7 for 33. With the skipper still unable to stand, the tail tried
to stick around, but we were bowled out for 48, before drinks. J. McLeod top scored with 12, Gopi Bhujbal the not out
batsman.
After an outstanding start with the ball, a very disappointing effort with the bat. Time to regroup, consider and reflect,
learn and move forward. Due to the injury to Phil Atkins, next week Luke McLeod will lead against Never2Late. Support the
VC and let’s get back on top.
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THOSE GOING TO SCHOOLIES, ENJOY THE ONCE IN A LIFETIME EXPERIENCE.

Stick Together & Be Safe

Those who have paid their fees, a big Thank You! Those who have not yet, please make the effort.
We will soon be tapping members on the shoulder. This club is one of the least expensive clubs to
play for. Let’s keep it this way.
Please see your Captains or EFT straight into our account.
 Account Name: Para Vista Lutheran Cricket Club
 BSB: 105-192
 Account Number: 018873840
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The following have shorts have been
ordered and held.
 Luke Mcleod
 Harry Pope
 Marc Cossens
 Ian Martin
 Jason O'Regan
 Brenton Starke
 Eddie Napoli
 Aaron Timm
There are more shorts available in most
sizes. EFT the funds to the club. $35 each
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